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1 Introduction

In this paper we describe an automated reasoning
system, called GROVER, which has a graphical com-
ponent. In addition to the theorem to be proved,

GROVEg is presented with a diagram which would
provide to the human reader the essence of the proof.

GROVER consists of two parts: the graphical inter-
face which is the subject of this paper, and an un-

derlying theorem prover, called &. The graphical
subsystem constructs a strategy on the basis of the

information extracted from the diagram; & is then
called upon to prove the subgoals in this strategy.

Diagrams provide two types of information: how
to conduct the proof, and intermediate steps on the
way which indicate why the theorem is true. The for-
mer type of information may suggest proof strategies
to the theorem prover, for example a proof by induc-
tion, which is often indicated by the appearance of

ellipses in a diagram. The latter type of information
may suggest intermediate lemmas for the theorem

prover to prove. In this way the diagram indicates

"stepping stones" for the search of the main proof.

*This material is based upon work supported by the Na-
tional Science Foundation under award number ISI-8701133.

The problem is reduced to finding a proof of the

main theorem by combining proofs of the intermedi-
ate lemmas.

2 Key Result

We have used GROVER to prove the Dia-
mond Lemma, a non-trivial theorem in the theory

of well-founded relations. This theorem is stated:

where LCRR says that the relation R has the local

Church-Rosser property, and GCRR says that the
relation R has the global Church-Rosser property1.

The local Church-Rosser property says that for all

a, b, and c, if aRb and aRc then there is a d such
that bRd and cRd. In other words, whenever some
diagram contains a construction matching the non-
dashed lines in the diagram (figure 1), then the
dashed lines may be added to that diagram.

The global Church-Rosser property is similar to
the local property except that R*, the transitive clo-

sure of R, is used instead of R.

aFor technical reasons related to the nature of the under-

lying prover, we actually consider the relation RIx -- R re-
stricted to a given set x. For details the interested reader is
referred to a longer version of this paper available from the
authors on request.
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Figure 1: Local Church-Rosser Property
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Figure 2: Diagram for the Diamond Lemma

WFR asserts that the relation R is well-founded,
i.e., there is no infinite sequence alRa2R....

We use this theorem and the "canonical" diagram
for the Diamond Lemma as a running example. This
diagram is shown in figure 2. The underlying the-
orem prover, &, is not able to prove this theorem
without the information provided by the graphical
interface.

3 Interpreting The Diagram

For the current implementation of GROVER. we have
concentrated on the problem of extracting interme-
diate steps from the diagram. In this view, dia-
grams consist of a set of "facts" which collectively
justify the theorem to be proved. Some of these

facts may immediately imply the desired conclusion,
others may represent hypotheses and still more may
represent intermediate assertions, provable from the
hypotheses and useful in the proof of the conclu-
sion. The interpretation of the diagram must there-
fore consist of two parts, first the extraction of these
facts from their graphical representation, and sec-
ond the organization of these facts into a sequence
of lemmas to prove.

The current version of GROVER does not read dia-
grams directly. Instead we have devised a language
for expressing geometric relationships between ob-
jects. A specification in this language serves as an
ASCII representation of the diagram.

In our language we can define objects of various
categories, for example, the statement arc(arc1)
asserts the existence of an arc in the diagram with
the symbolic name arc 1. Other types of objects that
our system can currently handle include arrows (di-
rected arcs), dots and closed figures (circles).

Objects may be related together in various ways.
For example the assertion in(dot2,circ:l.el) as-
serts that dot2 appears within the closed figure
circle 1. Other relationships that may hold between
objects include within (one closed figure completely
enclosing another) and overlap.

Objects may also have attributes. Arcs and ar-
rows, for example, have end-points which are usu-
ally (but not necessarily) dots. A special type 
attribute is a label, which indicates text associated
with a given object. For example label(arcl, "R")
indicates that arcl has the textual label "R" associ-
ated with it. The presence of quotation marks indi-
cates that the text is to be parsed as a formula of the
language of the theorem prover (currently all labels
must be so treated).

When presented with a diagram, GROVER must in-
terpret it as representing facts that are expected to
follow from the hypotheses of the current theorem.
We have developed a small expert system for carry-
ing out this task. The rules of the expert system are
intended to capture the usual practice of mathemat-
ical diagrams. The analysis of the diagram proceeds
in a bottom-up fashion. First the individual objects
in the diagram are examined. Various types of la-
bels may be associated with objects, corresponding
to the practices that we have encountered. For ex-
ample, the label "c : aR*c" indicates that the la-
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beled object is called c and that it has the property
that aR*c. Other label forms that are allowed are
simple names, and equalities such as a = f(b).

The analysis of the labels, as we have just seen,
can lead to some formulae being discovered, but the
system may obtain further facts from the geomet-
ric relationships between the objects in the diagram.
For example, given an arc labeled with the formula
"R" whose end points are dots labeled a and b re-
spectively, we infer that the meaning of the arc is
aRb. This is because, in the language of our prover,
"R" has the right form to be a predicate symbol.
Similarly, our expert system interprets a closed fig-
ure completely within another as the C_ relation, and
a dot within a closed figure as the E relation. The
rules for interpreting arrows are similar to those for
interpreting arcs, except that the preferred interpre-
tation of an arrow is as representing a function. So
an arrow labeled f with end points labeled a and b
is interpreted as representing the equation f(a) = 

Individual objects in the diagram may be univer-
sal or existential, corresponding to quantifiers in the
formal logic. In figure 2, the objects a, b, and c are
universal, indicated by the ! prefix, which is the
symbol for universal quantification in our system.
Existential objects may have hints associated with
them, indicating which formulae are to be used in
proving the existence of this object. For example,
in our diagram for the diamond lemma we associate
the hint use(induction) with the objects g and 
in the diagram, and the hint use("LCR_R") with the
object labeled f. These hints are instructions to the
underlying theorem prover about which hypotheses
to consider in the proof (note, however, that the in-
duction hypothesis is not part of the original theo-
rem; & preprocesses the theorem to derive an induc-
tion hypothesis.). We view hints as undesirable --
we would much rather have the prover complete the
proof without them -- but we do view them as de-
fensible. In addition to the diagram, the proof of a
theorem is often accompanied by a narrative in the
form of either accompanying text (in a book), or spo-
ken narrative (in a lecture context). In either case,
repeated reference to the diagram might be made,
and we believe that in almost all plausible cases, the
hints that we have given would be mentioned.2

~The conjectures that the underlying theorem prover is

Repeated references to the diagram also indi-
cate a temporal component to the reader/listener.
We know from the "standard" proof of the Dia-
mond Lemma that the existence of d and e are
proved first, and then the existence of f follows, for
example. We must recover this temporal component
in the creation of a strategy for carrying out the
proof. This is described in the next section.

4 Using The Diagram

When we are asked to prove a conjecture of the form
F ~- ~ with the aid of a collection of diagram asser-
tions, A, we proceed in two phases. The first is to
verify that the diagram does in fact entail the conclu-
sion of the theorem by proving A ~- ~. In general we
expect that the diagram contains more information
than the hypotheses of the main theorem, so this
proof should be easier to produce than the original
goal. 3 However, we have assumed more in the proof
of the conclusion than we are permitted by the the-
orem, so we must discharge the assumption of the
diagram formulae. To do this we must prove each
of the members of A from the set of hypotheses, F.
Once a given member of A has been proved from F,
it may be added as a new hypothesis for the proofs
of the subsequent members of A. We attempt to
find a partial ordering of the members of A so that
we can prove, and then use, each formula.
Prove Conclusion. We begin by attempting to
prove the conclusion of the conjecture from the col-
lection of diagram assertions, A F- ~] as above. A
problem immediately arises here, namely that the
theorem and the diagram may be expressed in differ-
ent vocabularies. For example, the Diamond Lemma
is (after preprocessing) a conjecture concerning three
universal objects Vx, y,z .... (see section 5). These
universal objects have counterparts in the diagram,
namely a, b and e. By the time the diagram is called
into play, the leading universal quantifier may have
been eliminated in a V-Introduction step. This in-
ference rule replaces the bound variables with ar-

called upon to prove are simplified as a result of these hints.
However, those theorems remain highly non-trivial and require
a very powerful underlying prover to prove them.

3It is not always the case that adding extra hypotheses
makes a conjecture easier to prove. Additional formulae can
often be the cause of a combinatorial explosion.
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bitrarily chosen constant terms. Therefore, before
beginning any proof GROVER must determine an as-
sociation between universal objects in the diagram
and the universal constants in the sequent.

The correct association is determined by gener-
ating associations and then determining whether,
given this association, the hypotheses of the conjec-
ture are represented in the diagram.
Developing a Strategy. Having proved the con-
clusion theorem, the next stage is to discharge the
assumption of the diagram formulae. Some of these
formulae have already been justified as hypotheses
when the universal objects in the diagram were as-
sociated with those in the conjecture. The remaining
formulae must be proved from this set. As observed
above, once a formula has been proved it is available
as a hypothesis in the proof of subsequent members
of A.

We have developed a strategy, called existential
solve which orders the formulae in z~ according to
the following intuition: we have to prove the exis-
tence of each existential object in the diagram, and
this is effectively to solve for unknowns. We begin
by collecting together formulae on the basis of the
number of existential objects that they contain. We
seek to solve for the "most constrained" existential
first, so we consider first those formulae that contain
only one existential object. We collect together all
those formulae that share the same existential, and
we plan to prove the conjunction of these formulae
in a single proof-- thereby taking into account all of
the constraints on the existential object in the proof.

Once we have proved the collection of formulae in-
volving a given existential object, we know that this
object exists. So, for the purposes of ordering the
remaining formulae, the existential object is consid-
ered as a universal one. Any formula in the diagram
that contained more than one existential, including
the one that was just solved for, now contains fewer
existentials and is therefore more constrained. In
this way we proceed inductively to address each ex-
istential in the diagram.
Prove Using Strategy. Once GROVER has con-
structed a partial ordering on subsets of the diagram
formulae, we set out to prove these in the suggested
order. It is possible that there is no total ordering
on the existentials in the diagram, but this is not re-
quired, only that some partial ordering exists. If two

members of A are ordered with respect to the par-
tial ordering, then the intention is to use the earlier
formula as a hypothesis in the proof of the later one.
Initially we have as hypotheses only those formulae
which appear in the theorem, i.e., r. The mem-
bers of the first class of formulae to be proved are
conjoined, and an existential quantifier is "wrapped
around" this conjunction; the bound variable is sub-
stituted for the existential object in the diagram.
We then pass this formula to the underlying theo-
rem prover, &, for proof. If this proof succeeds, the
formula is added to the hypotheses for proving all
subsequent conjectures.

For example, in the Diamond Lemma, the first
class in the ordering contains the formulae aRd and
dR*b. We conjoin these formulae, and bind the ex-
istential object to obtain the conjecture: qx.(aRx 
xR*b). Once this conjecture has been proved, we
are allowed to assume aRd and dR*b for subsequent
proofs, where d is now a constant.

5 The Diamond Lemma

The statement of the diamond lemma is

LCRR A WFR --* GCRR

This statement is not the theorem that the dia-
gram justifies. It is necessary to first preprocess the
theorem. The diagram really justifies the theorem

Vyz.((x # y ̂  x # z) ^ (xR’y ̂ 
---* 3w.(yR*w ̂ zR*w)

under the assumptions of the local Church-Rosser
property, and an induction hypothesis that the prop-
erty holds for all x~ that are "R-less" than x.
The induction hypothesis is justified by the well-
foundedness of R.

In the current implementation, GROVER must be
explicitly told to apply the transfinite induction rule,
and then to use the information in the diagram. This
is not desirable, but we believe that a closer coupling
of the graphical system and & would enable us to
take these steps automatically. Once this preprocess-
ing has been carried out, the graphical subsystem is
invoked and the remaining proofs are performed au-
tomatically.
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Conjecture Time Subgoals
conclusion 14.5mins 166
D-exists 18.5mins 515
E-exists 18.5mins 515
F-exists 37.5secs 20
G-exists 2hrs 6mins 672
H-exists 8hrs 1208

Figure 3: Statistics for the Diamond Lemma

1. The proof of the conclusion

follows from the diagram formulae, with h as
the required term. The system must derive and
use the transitivity of R* to show this.

2. The proof of the existence of d, namely

3x.aRx ^ xR*b

.

follows since a i~ b. The proof of the existence
of e is similar. These two subproofs are not
ordered by the existential solve heuristic, and
are thus proved effectively in parallel, i.e. the
conclusion of the existence of d subproof is not
added to the hypotheses for the existence of e
subproof.

The existence of f follows from the existence
of d and e and the local Church-Rosser prop-
erty. For this proof, the formulae just proved
concerning d and e are added to the hypothesis
set r.

.
The existence of g and h follow from the induc-
tion hypothesis, applied to the diamonds below
e and below d respectively. For the proof of g,
the formulae just proved concerning f are added
to the hypotheses, and for the proof of h the for-
mulae concerning g are available.

Figure 3 shows the times required for the subtheo-
rems that the system must prove. These times were
obtained running the system on a SUN 3/50. The
entire system is implemented in the Quintus dialect
of Prolog (version 3.1).

6 On Hints

In a typical proof, not all hypotheses of the theorem
are used in every lemma. One criterion for the ele-
gance of a proof is that each hypothesis is used only
once, so that its rSle in the proof is clear, tROVER
allows the user to annotate the diagram with hints
which specify the hypotheses needed to prove indi-
vidual diagram assertions. The hints correspond to
speech acts that are common in informal mathemat-
ics: when we walk through a proof, with or with-
out the help of a diagram, we verbally invoke spe-
cific hypotheses at appropriate points. The rSle of
hints in the proof of the Diamond Lemma is only
to determine which of the hypotheses of the global
proof to include in the hypotheses of the individual
subproofs. Without such hints, & would be faced
with a combinatorial explosion of decomposing irrel-
evant formulas and constructing irrelevant instantia-
tions. In the current implementation, GROVER adds
a global hypothesis to the hypothesis of the individ-
ual subproofs only if the hypothesis is specifically
invoked by using a hint.

7 The Dynamic Nature of Dia-
grams

Our current approach requires the user to develop
the diagram prior to invoking the prover. Follow-
ing construction of the diagram, the user invokes &;
GROVER is then invoked by & in response to the use
diagram command, which the user enters. GROVm~
retrieves the geometry file, which (for the time be-
ing) serves as our graphical representation of the di-
agram.

In this approach we are using a static object--a
diagram of elements and their relations--to express
dynamic knowledge of the intended proof strategy.
This method of invoking GROVER is not the best
possible: it does not reflect the use of diagrams in
informal mathematics. In practice, diagrams are
accompanied by a narrative of informal inferences.
Attention is drawn to the diagram at appropriate
points within the narrative. Requiring GROVER to
construct a proof strategy solely on the basis of the
diagram places on the machine a responsibility that
even mathematicians would find difficult to satisfy.
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What we really want is for the user to invoke
GROVER directly from the diagram editor (or a tex-
tual surrogate for such an editor), without having to
see & at all. The user could then refine a diagram
dynamically, invoking GROVER periodically during
the process. In particular, the user could construct
part of the diagram and invoke the GROVER to verify
the construction, before proceeding with subsequent
constructions. The knowledge of how the diagram
has been drawn, and what elements were drawn first,
could in turn help (~aOVER more accurately interpret
the diagram as a proof strategy. In particular, this
phased approach to diagram construction can help
ameliorate the problem of unwanted hypotheses in
the individual lemmas that are passed to &.

We have begun work on the implementation of an
interface between GROVER and an X-windows-based
graphical editor.

8 Conclusion
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We have discussed the GROVER graphical theorem
proving system, and described the proof of the Di-
amond Lemma using the system.4 GROVER is novel
in that it allows the user of the system to present
a diagram along with the statement of the theorem.
(]aOVER extracts information concerning the proof
from this diagram, and uses this information in its
search for the proof. The information extracted from
the diagram is (currently) of two types. First, inter-
mediate lemmas which together imply the theorem
to be proved, and second, an ordering on those in-
termediate steps which facilitates the proof. This
information is automatically extracted from the di-
agram, and used by the theorem prover. Since the
underlying theorem prover, &, is unable to prove the
theorem without the aid of the diagram, and is able
to complete the proof with the information found
there, the successful proof demonstrates the useful-
ness of the diagram both for human and machine
provers.

4A longer version of this paper, including a discussion of
related work and directions in which we hope to move, is avail-
able from the authors on request.
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